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WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, THURSDAY, JANUARY 20, 1949

W . A . A . F . Interviewing
Team Visits Rollins Monday
The opportunity for pilot train
ing and a career as an officer wit]
the United States Air Force whicl
is open to qualified college mei
will be explained to Rollins Colleg.
men on the 24th through the 28th
of January by a special Air Force
Aviation Cadet team, Lt. Col. R.
E. Keyes said today.
Male citizens, 20 to 2 6 ^ years
old, and physically fit, with two or
more years of college, will have
the opportunity to qualify provisionally for the flight training
immediately when the traveling
Aviation Cadet team meets here
Col. Keyes said. The team is headed by Maj. James R. Wilson and is
one of seyeral which is visiting
colleges throughout the country.
Men who are accepted for pilot
training with the Air Force will
receive their basic training in
Texas. Successful Cadets will be
given their pilots' wings and commissions as 2nd Lieutenants in the
Air Force Reserve after only 12
months of training. They will go
on active duty immediately upon
graduation and can earn pay and
1 excess of $4,000 a

Leland Stowe, famed foreign correspondent, held a Winter Park
audience spell-bound last Tuesday
night at the Winter Park High
In his speech "The Soviet
^S. School.
Crisis", Mr. Stowe clearly announced his position on the subject (that
a correspondent who reports
ly what he sees and hears) and
Lt. Col. Ralph E. Keyes, 9th Air then clearly discussed the situaForce, Aviation Cadet Procure- tion factually and without prejument Officer.
dice in an optimistic vein of
thought. His speech was largely a
plea to the American public that
they stop thinking that war is inevitable. Mr. Stowe indicated that
it was probable but not within 1(
years. He said that if the Rus
Carlyle Seymour, who graduated sians have the atomic bomb right
from Rollins last year, recently now, it will take them at least 10
was chosen one of the five high or 15 years to manufacture enough
winners of the Young Artists' Di- of them (100 or more). Secondly,
the Russian State is too depleted
ploma in piano in a nationwide to promote a war before 10 years.
contest sponsored by the National Thirdly, the Russians know that
they don't yet have the sympathy
Id of Piano Teachers. She
of the European States. Many
ceived a $250 prize and als
are communistic but still anti-Sovhance to try for the grand p;
iet. The Tito revolt is an example
in all-expenses paid New York and has established a precedent of
debut plus another $250. She
this feeling among other European
studying in New York prepar- countries.

Carlyle Seymour
Wins Piano Diploma

ing for the big contest. Carlyle,
Omega, was president last
Aviation Cadet classes begin 8
times a year, and the top men year of Phi Beta, national m
in each class receive direct com- and speech fraternity, and
missions in the regular Air Force. active in many activities as well as
All graduates have the opportunity being an outstanding music .stu
to apply for regular commissions
dent. Good luck, Carlyle!!
during theii* active duty tours.
Only men who meet the high Air
Force standards will be accepted,
Col. Keyes pointed out, because of
the necessarily high level of intelligence and physical fitness required to operate modern military
aircraft.
On January 24-28 the
Officers of the newly-formed
Aviation Cadet team will be prepared to administer all preliminary Rollins College Junior Panhellenic
examinations to flight-training ap- Council were elected Friday aftplicants. Those who meet the r e - ' ernoon
meeting of the Senior
quirements at that time need only | p^j^j^^i],
Council, according to
take the final physical examination
tha
McDonald, president.
and complete an interview later ^
ere Gloria Weichbrodt,
before being: finally accepted and, Elected
president; Sarah Shute, vice-presiassigned to a
Basic flight training courses are dent; and Susan Monoghan, secgiven at Randolph Air Force Base, retary-treasurer
Goodfell
The purpose of this junior counSan Antonio,
• Force Base, San Angelo, Tex ; cil is to acquaint pledges with the
Perrin Air Force Base, Sherman, functions of a panhellenic, and to
Texas; and Waco Air Force Base, pive them the responsibility of
Waco, Texas. Basic training is working together as sorority womgiven in single-engine T-6 Texans. en. Each council hereafter will
Advanced pilot training phases are have a project to work on during
given at two locations. . . single- its term of office, which expires at
engine in F-51 Mustangs and F- the end of the school year.
80 Shooting Stars at Williams Air
The president of each pledge
Force Base. Chandler. Arizona; and class on campus will serve as a
multiple-engine training in B-25 regular representative, and another
Mitchels at Barksdale Air Force member of every pledge class will
Base, Shreveport. Louisiana.
act as alternate at each meeting,
thus giving every pledge the opportunity of attending at least one
meeting.
Regular representatives are Gloria Weichbrodt, Kappa Kappa
Gamma; Sarah Shute, Alpha Phi;
Susan Monoghan,
Kappa Alpha
Zilr
Theta; Hester Davis, Phi Mu;
"Fantasia" the best knowi
Mary Lee Aycrigg, Gamma Phi
best loved of Walt Disney's proBeta; Meg Smith, Chi Omega; and
ductions will be shown at the An- Beverly Hoffman, Pi Beta Phi.
nie Russell Theatre, January 27,
Pat German and Martha Mc28 and 29. This is known as Walt Donald will act as advisers to the
Disney's most impressively artistic group.
musical motion picture. It is a
full-length protluction based on
musical masterpieces recorded and " C _ - _ _ J k / t , .
Frazer
conducted by Leopold Stokowski
3 « C O n a IVirS.
and the Philadelphia Orchestra
Cast A t Fred Stone
and linked together by the amusing and informative narration of
Zile
Deems Taylor. For the music
Disney has created fitting stories "The Second Mrs. Frazier" written
by
St.
John
Er\'in,
tias
been chosen
and action in the animated cartoon
metfium for which he is so famous, for the third offering at the Fred
enabling audiences for the first Stone Theatre.
The play is scheduled to run from
time to "see" music and "hear"
February 8 through 11. Director
pictures.
Donald S. Allen has announced
"Fantasia" will open on Thursthat the cast will include the folday with two performances daily,
lowing people: Fred Taylor, Jack
a matinee and an evening perBelt, Paul Ulrich, Dave Mifert.
formance. Price of admission to
the Rollins family will be 60 cents I Betty Garrett, Catherine Johnson,
for matinee and 75 cents for eve- | Dione Barnes, and Judy Baker,
ning. Tickets can be purchased the majority of whom have had
at the box office. No seats will be I previous roles in theatre producreserved.
t'o"s.
Tickets for the production may
Better late a few minutes than be purchased at the box office on
laid up a few months.
[nights of the production.

Junior Pan-Hell-

Group Organized

"Fantasia to run at
Annie Russell Theatre

LELIINO STOWE
0ISC088ES
SOVIEI CRISIS

During this 10-year margin, he
points out, a great deal may happen that can tremendously affect
the course of events in the Soviet
Union. Joe Stalin may die, or top
Russian militarists may revolt.
There is the chance that the U.N.O.
will work. We are strong enough
to talk to Russia with strength.
This will make Russia make some
compromises. He says there is a
feeling in Russia that something
must be done about her strained
relations in the west. The Russians
will have to offer some negotiations
which will make for a change in
atmosphere. It adds up there is a
good chance for a cold armistice.
However—if we have war—look
out! If we use the atomic bomb,
Russia will use germicidal warfare They have now ONE HUNDRED radar-proof subs. Get it?
Get launched blockbusters (Sissy
stuff now, but still—). The substance of these not so pleasant
thoughts is that no matter what
happens—we lose, even if we win!
We'd have a trillion dollar debt as
a result of war. Too, there is that
vast, vast area to police afterward.
Mr. Stowe impressed upon his
audience that America has more
than a strong defense to offer the
world in the promotion of democracy. We have the greatest example
in history of a federation of states.
He urges that we encourage Europe to do the same. A United
States of Europe would counterbalance Russia and we would be
that much more distant from war.

Freshman Show Due to
Open March First
The date of the Freshman Show
has been tentatively set for the
first of March. Rehearsals are
being held every Tuesday and
Thursday afternoon from 2 to 5
in Rec HaU- Everyone interested
in helping in any way should attend rehearsals as soon as possible.
There will be a most important
meeting of ALL the Freshman
class on Wednesday during assembly period. See the bulletin board
in the Center for the place.
The deadline for Freshman Dues
is Sunday, January 23. Dues ($1)
are payable to Diane Vigeant at
Cloverleaf.

Dr. Pedro Cue
to Speak Jan. 19
Dr,. Pedro Cue will be the next
speaker on the "Mind of the Americas" lecture series. He will speak
Januai-y 19, at 3:30 p.m. His subject will be: "The Influence of the
Latin American Press on the Development of Democracy."
Dr. Cue gave up two successful
careers (law and politics) to devote
his energies to a broader field for
the national advancement of Cuba.
Assuming control of the Havana
newspaper, EI Mundo, when it was
virtually bankrupt, he has, in less
than a decade, made it an influential and highly respected organ devoted to the advancement of Cuba
and to friendship with the other
American republics. The international prestige El Mundo now enjoys is evidence of his pronounced
success.
This noted journalist received his
training at the University of Havana and at the University of
Rome; he has traveled extensively
in Europe and the Americas includ
ing at least 20 trips to the United
States. He has served as a m
ber of the Faculty of Law of the
University of Havana and in 1935
was made Titular Professor of
Civil Law Procedure at that institution.
Dr. Cue actively entered politics
in 1931 by associating himself with
the opponents of the Machado regime, in the course of which fight
he became an exile in the United
States. When, in 1933, he returned
to Cuba he became a member of
a national council which attempted
to serve as a provisional government until a new legal government
could be established. In 1936 he
was elected to the Cuban Senate.
When he became Editor of El
Mundo in 1939 Dr. Cue modeled it
on the New York Times and disassociating himself from political
connections, established a policy
unique in Latin American journalthat no employee dealing with
gathering or writing of news
could hold any governmental position; this ruling also extended to
the business office and print shop.
In recognition of the notable
ccess of this independence, Columbia University has conferred
upon him the Cabot Medal for disguished journalism.

On Friday, January 7, Phi Beta,
professional fraternity of music
and speech pledged 11 new memin an impressive ceremony at
Knowles Chapel. Selection of
members for Phi Beta is made by
faculty and old members and is
based on talent, achievement, and
tribution to the school in the
fields of music and theatre arts.
le 11 new members, the largest pledge class since Phi Beta's
-activation at Rollins three years
ago,
are Jacqueline Biggerstaff.
Shirley Christensen, Virginia Estes, Gretchen Herpel, Mar>' Frans Holton, Pearl Jordan, Marg>*
Mountcastle,
Betty
Pottinger,
Mary Louis Rothermel, Catherine
Sorey, and Joyce Yeomans.
If you stop to think .-ou
think to stop.

The "Mind of the Americas" lecture series which began January
12, with Kathryn Abbey Hanna will
continue weekly through February
16.
The purpose of this series is
to interpret the inter-play of life
and interests between the Latin
and Anglican peoples of the Americas, as well as to aid in the adjustment of mutual problems in
the Western Hemisphere.
This
series was inaugurated under the
auspices of the Inter-American
Center of Rollins College February
4, 1946, by the late Alexander W.
Weddell who, with the late Mrs.
Weddell, donated $100,000 to Rollins College with which the Weddell professorship of the history
of the Americas was endowed.
Supplementing "The Mind of the
Americas" lectures are exhibitions
photographs, water colors,
prints, etc., designed to interpret
life in the Americas. The first of
these exhibitions is the Age of
Exploration prepared by the editors of Life Magazine. It can be
in the exhibit room of Casa
Iberia, 165 Holt Avenue. This exhibition deals with the great period
of discovery from 1400 to 1650. It
consists of 24 panels and some 50
pictures inqluding reprodoictions
of engravings, woodcuts, dra
ings, paintings, and a rare map.
Tickets for the remaining series
may be purchased by contacting
the Inter-American Center, Rollins
College, Winter Park, Florida.

La. Story To
Open Tues.

The 28 years that separate "Nanook of the North" and his latest
film "Louisiana Story", which will
be presented Tuesday, January .25,
at 8:15 p.m., in Annie Russell Theatre, have not dulled the enthusiasm of Robert Flaherty, noted
producer of documentary films.
The picture, which has received
highest critical acclaim both in this
country and abroad, deals with the
life of an Acadian boy and his
family, who follow an ancient mode
of living in the bayou country.
Flaherty, who writes his own
films with the assistance of his
wife, Frances, spent three months
searching for a locale before the
rough idea for "Louisiana Story"
began to take shape. Then followed long weeks of searching for just
the right boy for the Cajun Huckleberry Finn, hero of the adventure
story. Finally he was found in
the person of 13-year-old Joseph
Boudreaus, a born hunter and wonderful actor.
This film has been secured by
Rollins College through the courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Flaherty and
will be presented in Central Florida for the first time Tuesday. Admission will be in the form of donations for the Casa Iberia endowment fund, Mrs. Angela P. CampThe Center lost $3,030.01 from bell, chairman, announced.
July 1, 1948 to December 15, 1948,
so it was reported at the Student
Gives
Council meeting Monday evening. "Mademoiselle
Mr. Tiedke discussed why the CenPlans
For
Contest
ter cannot continue to lose this
money. He has made the sugMademoiselle is offering $500.00
gestion that the Center should be for each of two stories that they
limited to just fountain service and consider good enough to win their
things that can be prepared by contest. Any woman student here
those serving. This seems to be at Rollins can qualify. The subthe only satisfactory solution that
tted manuscripts should be from
has been worked out. It may be 3,000 to 5,000 words long, typetten, double-spaced, on one side
an inconvenience to some people
but something must t e done. If of the paper, and accompanied by
the amount of hot food needed the contestant's clearly marked
could be accurately estimated it name, home address, college adcould be brought over from the dress and college year. All enBeanery, but not unless there will tries must be postmarked not later
than midnight, April 15, 1949. Send
be no waste. A committee is to
them to:
be appointed, consisting of a memCollege Fiction Contest
ber fix)m every house, to help cut
Mademoiselle
down expenses within each house.
122 East 42 Street
The annual display of vocational
New York 17, New York.
material will be at the Sullivan
Are your brakes good to the
House for one week beginning January 25, every day from 10:30 to 5 last stop?

Center Loses Over $3^000
In Six Month Period
Phi Beta
Pledges Eleven

E
LECTURE SEfllES
GETS U i E M

Number 10

Pursuit of Happiness^^
W e l l Received at A.R.T.
Williams Speaks
On Foreign Service

Gerald S. Walker
If a tremendously responsive and
appreciative audience is indicative
of an excellent play and a fine
cast, "Pursuit of Happiness" certainly supports the assumption.
The play, an American comedy by
Lawrence Langner and Armina
Marshall Langner, under the direction of Wolbur Dorsett, is a
highly amusing reflection on Colonial America, presenting a clever
situation as a Hessian soldier vainly attempts to adjust to American
customs and institutions such as
"Bundling", in the midst of a variety of colonial characters.

On January 13, Harris B. Williams spoke at the Alumni House
on the qualifications and opportunities offered by the U.S. Foreign Service. Mr. Williams, former vice-counsel to the U.S. State
Department in Barcelona, emphasized the need of a broad, general
educational background with special attention to languages as an
portant requisite for the Foreign Service Examination.
Full
particulars of qualifications and
procedure may be obtained by writing to the Office of Foreign Service,
U.S. Department of State,
Randolph Walker portrays the
Washington, D. C.
Hess
soldier. Max Christmann,
•with a consistently good German
accent; his naive charm and innocence making him a very likeable
haracter to the audience. A high
degree of promise for him is certainly obvious. Prudence Kirkland,
played by Cynthia Crawford, appears very smooth. As an object
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
having their annual costume ball of Max's amorous advances, CynJanuary 29. This year's fracas thia displays a great deal of assurance and charm, and seems alhas been scheduled in the rooi
confines of the Orlando Country ways to have her part completely
under control. As the opposition
Club and will feature the m
of Ingram Willox and his orches- to the object of the plot, Sidney
tra, plus the added attraction of Lanier does well as Reverend
few entertainers who appear Banks in a very amusing part.
ghtly, in some of Central Flor- Lanier • gave, as always, a good
deal of effective stage presence.
a's best places.
The usual prizes will be award- Sydney had to lose a little Sydney
ed — the prettiest girl, and of insofar as the character of the
course the most original costumes. Reverend goes, one imagines, but
So grab a girl and a costume and neverthless did a lot with the part.
In the order of their appearance
head for Orlando Country Club
January 29 for the Lambda Chi in the supporting cast are Meg,
a servant, portrayed by Margy
Alpha costume ball.
Mountcastle, who was just about
perfect and a favorite. Good timing, clever expression and an obvious feeling for the part are all
noticed, which adds in this case,
as in others, a great deal to the
character she assumes. The colored servant Mose by Corky Scarbrough is very convincing. Corky
juggles his native Georgian tongue
around a little to develop his
Negro role. Captain Aaron KirkWorld
land, played by Gerald Honaker
A newt. Truman, a new Secretary is done well. Colonel Sherwood,
of State, a new Department of played by Sam Burchers, is efState, a new Congress, and New fective; possibly contributing to
Ambassadors are the big news in this part is Sam's natural reserve,
foreign capitals. Other nations which not only was pleasant but a
are expecting new ways of doing balance to the more aggressive
business with the U.S. to follow characterizations. Comfort Kirkd, played by Nan Van Zile, is
as a matter of course. Everyone
seems to be waiting to see how far executed very efficiently. She's a
England housewife of that
the U.S. "gravy train" will carry
them this year. The Cold War era and no one forgets it. Thad
with Russia, and the Chinese sit- Jennings, produced, directed and
uation are also in the limelight. acted by J. B. Bartlett is a character part that is consistent in
National
manner, and Bartlett portrays the
Heavy government spending is Sheriff with a good deal of enin the offing for '49. Government joyment one could imagine. Robert
income must necessarily be increas- Elman and Dick Preu, as Sons of
ed. Rearmament is a probability. Liberty 1 and 2 respectively, are
More Veteran benefits. Civilian
pensions, School aid, Housing aid,
A very likeable story supported
and utilities construction is also
by an equally likeable cast makes
scheduled. Taxes will be higher in
play well worthwhile. A lot
some inconie brackets. Automoof humorous repartee and diversibiles are becoming easier to obtain
fied characters, in a clever and
and at better prices, especially
amusing setting, constitutes one
Used Cars. Food and Clothing
of the finest, if not the finest, proprices are down. Unemployment
ductions to be shown at the Annie
is on the upswing.
Russell this year.
State
There is a great amount of exertion being expanded for a Citrus
Grower's Co-operative in Florida.
The Two Florida Senators and
Governor Warren are strongly
backing the proposed Mutual Organization. The Florida Tourist
The National Poetry Associaseason is in full swing. There tion has just announced that two
seems to be a decrease in Business poems written by Rollins students
and Tourists from last year. The have been accepted for publication
State Tennis Tournament Started in the annual Anthology of College
in Orlando this week. Many Rol- Poetry. The poems and their aulins players are competing. More thors are: "But Once Again" by
funds for education in the state
ia Everingham; and "O Lordly
King" by Richard Glatthar.
e a distinct possibility.
The anthology is a compilation
Many Lectures, Recitals, and of the finest poetry written by the
her forms of enlightenment are college men and women of Amerthe sights for this week. Big ica, representing every section of
me Shows, such as Horace Heidt, the country. A limited edition of
Spike Jones, and Vaughan Monroe, the annual anthology of college
are also coming. There is a better poetry is being printed. Copies
feeling among citrus growers here are available to students, teachers,
that orange prices are rising, and libraries only. Orders may be
thanks to California's cold wave. sent to the National Poetry AssoThe tourists are "thick as flies" in ciation, 3210 Selby Avenue, Los
Angeles 34, California.
Orlando and Winter Park.
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To Hold Bali
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to be Published
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SANDSPUR

Thunderins Heard ART STUDIO

Slinging Horsefeathers

BUSTLES

: the post office

this, the People's Voice at Rol"Father, Come Out of that Old
Dear Editor,
the fraternity system, I decided
Saloon";
And now 1 to sundi-y other matLast week you published a let- that I disapproved of all fraternA Composite Picture of the
ters.
ter in your "Thundering Heard" ities and sorortties which foster
Rollins Family.
column from a brave crusader who prejudice.
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue at Interlachen
By John Whitmire
By Bob Elman
It seems that through the wide
I feel that Kappa Alpha has
undoubtedly
remained
anonymous
Editorial Board
"Has it really?"
circulation of the Sandspur, a New
No, Lawrence Olivier isn't visitto avoid the praise of his or HER many fine men in its membership
Business Manager
"It really has."
York songplugger by the name of
here at Rollins, and I still count ing liollins as many visitors down
Advertising Commissioner
Andy Tomnsko parishioners. (Since I do not know
"Say it again."
William Rose got wind of your
many of them as good friends.
Circulation Manager
Alice Smith the sex of said crusader, I shall
at the a r t studio may think when
The anonymous letter apparently
refer to it as geek to avoid con"It's been real." And with that Correspondent's effoi-t in the- last
they first come in. Olivier couldn't
fusion). I t is certainly a com- was written by a frustrated, adoshe pressed intimately close. "It's issue, and did a take off on both
mendable action on the part of lescent girV The criticisms were make it this year but we are. for- time to say goodnight," she breath- my title and style. He actually
tunate to have with us Sir Sidney ed.
had the gall to publish his vile
Layout and Lead Editor
Robert Van Hoose said geek to spend so much of its unfair and illogical.
Ken Brown
Lanier who is touring this counvaluable time supplying this unIt was too much for me. We plagiarism in a metropolitan paper
Movie Reviews
Jack Mehlek worthy student body with such
try with his famous company, thi were right<in front of a Rollins Col- —an effrontery for which I will
not stand. Don't be surprised if
superb fiction. I understand, howAn open letter to the Theatre De- Old Sic Players . Sir Sidney gra- lege girls' dorm, but I was obliv- you read of a lawsuit in the next
Harry Baldwi
ever that Dr. Granberry, another
ciously consented to pose as Ham- ious to everything. There, in that
partment:
notorious KA gives more credit for
prim
and
proper
proximity,
I
prolet for Bob Boyle and we are all
creative writing than does the
I am a semor a t Kollins and also
miscuously petted her paw, in a
Sandspur.
a Theatre Arts major. ^During my anxiously awaiting the outcome peak of purple passion.
Gordon Marks
All the armchair Platos on
of the endeavor. All kidding aside,
four
years
here,
I
have
heafd
not
"Well, really!" she exclaimed, campus have been exercising their
The Geek condemned the Sandspur editor for his narrow minded only the p,-ripes, nut also the plans the a r t students enjoy immensely and demurely withdrew her hand. right of free speech in the Thunselection of articles and journalists. for a nev/ and better theatre de- having Sidney pose as Hamlet and I watched her fade into the semi- dering Heard, airing their comPersonally I would say that partment. Before Rollins can go appreciate his taking the time to darkness of the hall, then turned plaints, and giving their solutions
he showed unequaled impartiality forth with bigger and better plans do it. Any of you other Theatre reluctantly back into t h e dreamy of the world's (and college's) probGerry "Walke
in publishing the libelous claptrap in the theatre department, a stand- Arts majors who feel inspired come night. And when I came out of my lems. Well, what the hell! I may
love-delirium, I found myself be- as well put in my two-pence worth
of this neurotic, self-styled puri- ard shoul'^ be set up and enforced.
To begin with, a standard should on down to the studio and you'l fore t h e entrance to our favorite right here. Last week's touching
Merle Hodges,
tanical hypocrite. I think that
Hasan, Ca ol Grasky, Nanc
be sketched before you know it haunt.
T. H. epistle, condemning all KAs
Editor Sholley, when he remem- be set U3 for all majors
Derek Dun
bers the fate of the late President type of vork they do. I t should That goes for all the students, too, The bat-wing doors swung wide, as collegiate, was unique if nothing
be necesMiry for students to WORK not just the Theatre Arts majors
Reporters
spewing out Roily Colly Jolly-Boys else. There was, perhaps, a grain
Riddle, John A. Garfield, will be more than
Robin Merrill, Pat Roberts, Sheila Kelly, Cynth Cam, Me iel
Dixie KI )s. Marg-y happy to appease the frustrations in the theatre and their work so anyone who'd like to pose is on the hard cement. .They took no of truth in it, but it sounded to me
Merle Hodges. John E. Stripling
"
Randy "Walker. Xett ; Goldrick.
should be varied: i.e., front and
Mountcastle.Ee
of a disappointed office-seeker.
notice of me, for they were absorb- like "sour grapes" from one of the
backstage. One of the major prob- welcome.
many jilted ex's of these PlantaAs to the Sandspur itself, I doubt lems to be ironed out is the comLast week Mr. Greason announc- ed in spiritual song: "Swing low,
tion Playboys. Well, whatever
that even the "despotic" editor be- mercializing of the theatre. The ed that there was an exhibit he sweet H-a-r-ri-o-ot, showing me
cause there was for the letter,
shall Sttfne, Ann Marie Kerlin, Pat Roberts, Patsy Creel lieves that it cannot be improved plays are no longer presented for thought we would enjoy a t the Re- the way to go home. Swing low there was less cause for Editor
Jack Reardo
.
.
."
and
I
went
past
them
into
upon. Prom time to time the Sand- tbe student's experience, but for search Studio in Maitland. FurMember
Sholley's amateurish attempt at
spur editors canvass the campus the star system and the box of- ther persuasion being unnecessary, the den of drink. An emaciated
sarcasm in his rebuttal. You will
Associated GollG5icrtG Press
in quest of contributors to th: fice returns. The theatre major is off we went in a cloud of dry gesso. old senior was drawing a face on
remember he said that the Sandthe
barroom
floor,
while
a
thin
forhumble yet popular publication who not getting the full value of the Miss Cameron's luscious tei-ra cotDistributor of
lorn girl, her hair and dress in tat- spur is trying to uphold a policy
would exert as much effort
ta
convertible,
the
Joan
Steinmetz,
field. With 35 or 45 theatre arts
of not printing unsigned letters,
G>lle6iale Digest
articles as the geek ha&. (It might majors, there should be enough was there first with Mariel Riddle ters, tugged at his arm, and sang
but that this little gem was just
a plaintive voice:
necessary to abbreviate long material to choose from for plays, fast a t the wheel and then the rest
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
too precious not to pass on. If
winded smearing criticism some- without the numerct.us non-majors of us arrived in Mr. Greason's " 0 Father, come out of that old
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many
this is true, Pete, why did you print
Saloon.
what ,but every paper prints a few competing for parts. It it be neces- station wagon after a thrilling trip
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name
They say you are full of gin. another letter, also anonymous, in
such ridiculous articles to amuse sai'y for non-majors to desire work through most of Central Florida's
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer,
the same column?
its readers. Yours, "Joe Miller in the theatre they should be con- citrus crop. On the way, Mr. They say you've been drinking
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation; all these will be
here since noon.
was superb.
fined to t h e Fred Stone Theatre. Greason reminded us to watch for
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of
And you won't get your col- In closing, let me make like JimI, as a KA would like to thank The parts occupied by the non-those Blue Boys (not Gainsthe
Sandsfur.
lumn in. . . "
my Fiddler, with the Orchids and
the geek for the credit given to my majors in either theatre only de- borough's), on motorcycles. The
"Just one more," t h e old man Onions. Orchids to the editor for
exhibition
was
by
the
Graphic
Cirfraternity in regard to its athletic prive the majors of the experience
JUSTIFIED
d the prints brought out some interrupted.
apparently having gotten rid of
prowess. A few of us, like myself, they want and desire.
The little vial of vitrei and our reply printed in last have never been heralded as Her- Along the line of experience, stu- very unusual techniques and uses I went to the rear, borrowed pa- very knotty problem as of last
of
.color,
particularly those by per and pencil from the barkeep, week's issue. And (in the very
week's Thundering Heard has aroused considerable comment culean gladiators, but your praise dents should work up to the backand sat down in a booth. As I be- next breath) Onions to him for
and speculation among the Rollins students. Criticism of was so all-inclusive that I shall stage jobs. Because a student has 3ris Margo and de Diego.
both has been prevalent, so the Sandspur would like to take try to set up a program of physical had experience doing a cei'tain job Everything w a s running along gan this writing, I could hear that having listed t h e worthy name of
this opportunity to attempt to justify its break with policy. conditioning so that we can main- in a play elsewhere, the job should aoothly in Miss Ortmayer's sculp- girl still wailing, "But Father, you Elman with the names of mere reture class until it was decided that promised . . . " a n d I determined porters in the masthead. It should
Unfortunately, the most controversial and heavily barb- ] tain our Sampsonian rating,
be given to another student for exed letters to the editor bear the stigma of anonymity. From
\ should like to say one more perience. We're here to learn, music would increase the creative that this incident of drama in ev- have been included with t h e other
the standpoint of policy, those letters are not to be printed, thing before i close about that and "experience is the best teach- drive of the students. Radio was eryday life must not be lost to pos- feature writers, a t least. Oh welV
the question because of the terity. I therefore submit it to you they laughed a t Marconi . . .
ever. However, there is another factor: reader interest. "7:30 urge". As far as I know,
I do not know how much efIt should be the practice of a coUege paper to print that Adam wasn't a KA and since our fect this letter will have on the •predominance of soap operas so
which will strike the largest portion of the student body as fraternity wasn't established until theatre department, but I do know the class hit upon the idea of
having Mile. Elsie Shaw, tbe celeMotion Pictures O f
readable, provided no toes are trod upon in the process.
1865,
it would be somewhat naive it expresses the thoughts of many brated Empress of Torch (not TorObviously, toes WERE stomped last week, but as long to credit us with the origin of this
theatre student.
ture), come down. As soon as the
Americas Sun. 5 : 0 0
as they were the editor's and his fraternity's the Sandspur time-worn practice. If the geek
Jinx Sheketoff
low throbbing tones of Mile.
took the liberty of printing the letter.
would send its name and address,
Shaw's unusual voice broke the
On Sunday afternoons at 5 p.m.
The conflict of policy vs. reader interest is a constant I will see if I can find some selfstill air, things began to happen.
at the Annie Russell Theatre films
one, pregnant with exceptions. The question of which should sacrificing date to relieve the frusMarsha Huntoon
Several noses dropped off some
in
technicolor are being offered for
be paramount is up to editors to decide as issues present trations of this green eyed paragon
of the statues and one heretofore
Q.—What kind of world governthemselves. If any parties were truly hurt through indis- of virtue.
rather docile plaster horse sudden- ment do World Federalists favor? the public and Rollins students.
cretion on the part of this editor, the Sandspur is sincerely
A Prideless KA,
These films are inspirational as
ly came to life and rushed off into
sorry, and will let policy stand foremost in the future. If
James D. Johnson
A.—World Federalists propose well as educational and everyone
"I draw the line at Kissing," she the mist. I t was decided that
not, we shall continue to consider interest above all.
Mile. Shaw should limit herself to t h a t t h e nations of t h e world set is encouraged to attend.
said with firm intent.
up a federal union with a central
Editor:
But he was a football player, and some of her more serious and
January 23: Grain That Built a
soothing numbers such as "Murder, government authorized and emover the line he went.
Lee Dolid, former Rollins stuHe Says" or "I'm a Big Girl, Now". powered by a constitution to set- Hemisphere (10 minutes). A Walt
dent who transferred to the Unitle all problems of international Disney production telling the draversity of Kentucky, wrote back
And tjien there's the one about
concern. The details of that'con- matic story of what corn has meant
and said that the men a t tbe U. of the moron visiting in the country;
stitution should be worked out by
K. were not like the Rollins men.
A farmer came driving along in
a representative world conference, to civilization since its discovery
It seems that the supply of men at his horse and wagin.
and the completed whole should in the Americas.
Week Beginning Friday, January 21
the
U.
of
K.
is
mighty
high
and
"Whatcha' got in that Wagon,
The Price Tag be submitted to each nation for Skyway to Mexico (25 minutes).
Friday, January 21
therefore the women have a field- mister?"
adoption or rejection in accordance This is a recently released film
4:30—Student Recital in Dyer Memorial.
da j . According to Lee, the men Manure."
with the constitutional processes
8:15—"Pursuit of Happiness" in Annie Russell Theater.
which shows in brilliant colors the
there take the gals to dinner, send
"Whatcha' gonna' do with i t ? "
8:15—Trapp Family Singers at Winter Park High School Aud:
Conductor: "What are you do-of each country, or by some unithem orchids, and treat them liki "Put it on my strawberries."
uniqueness and charm of Mexican
torium.
ing with those towels ift your suit- form method provided for in the
ladies. She didn't say, but rather
"Hm! that's funny.
We put
life.
new world constitution itself.
Saturday, January 22
inferred that the Rollins men were cream on our strawberries in the Passenger: "Oh, they're some I
1:30—Sullivan Award, Sullivan House.
South to the Sun (33 minutes).
not hep to Emily Post. Personally, city."
Q.—Why shuld such a world govused the last time I was on th:
8:15—"Pursuit of Happiness" in Annie Russell Theater.
This
is also one of the latest films
I don't think that women should
train. I had them washed and ernment succeed, when the League on the other Americas. It includes
Sunday, January 23
be placed on any pedestal and
of
Nations
failed
and
the
United
Oh
Johnny!
Let's
don't
park
brought them back."
-Chapel Service.
lovely views of a journey through
treated to orchids and dinner.
Nations
organization
is
also
provhere
-Inter-American Movies in Annie Russell Theater.
the Caribbean and down the eastIt's merely that old deal of Ad;
ing to be ineffective?
Oh Johnny! Let's don't park
7:30—Chapel Party in Center.
Wife: "I want an explanation and
ern coast of South America with
Smith and his law of supply and
Oh Johnny! Let's don't
Monday, January 24
I
want
the
truth!"
stops a t Rio de Janeiro, Santos,
A.—The
League
of
Nations
and
demand. Every man competes for
Oh Johnny! Let's
Hubby: "Well, make up your the United Nations are both n
Sao Paulo, Montevideo, and Buenos
8:15—Sleight lecture in Casa Iberia.
the same gal and makes a jack.
Oh
Johnny!
mind. You can't have both."
Aires.
8:15—Movies on Canada, Annie Russell Theater.
associations of fully sovereign
of the girl. I t spoils them because
Tuesday, January 25
January 30: Mexico City (10
tions,
and
never,
in
the
experience
the girls do not have to worry
Claims Agent: "Here's another of mankind, have such loose asso- minutes). A highly entertaining
10:30-5:00—Vocational Guidance in Sullivan House (Tuesday through about pleasing a man, they know
Too bad about the illegitimate
Tuesday).
*
that there is always another suck- rice krispie. He had snap and farmer who's suing us on account ciation of nations prevented war. film showing fiestas, flower marof cows."
7:15—International Relations Club meeting in Sullivan House.
But history shows that hostile kets, cathedrals, modern hotels,
er on the next corner. If you
crackle, but no pop.
7:30—Rollins Scientific Society meeting in Alumni House,
Officials: "One of our trains has warring units have been able to and parks. Narrated by Orson
en are expecting dinner, ar
killed
them, I suppose?"
8:30—Temporary drainage of Lake Virginia.
keep peace among themselves just Welles.
chids, and pluperfect politeness the
Riddle:
Which
came
first,
t
Wednesday, January 26
Agent: "No, he claims our trains
soon as they were willing to
Guadalajara (20 minutes. A visit
rest of your life, then the only chicken or the egg ?
go so slow that the passengers put a common government over to Mexico's second largest city»
9:40—Senior meeting in Annie Russell Theater.
place you find them is among the
Answer: Neither, it was t
lean out the windows and milk
Vocational Guidance (Sullivan House) all day.
eir common concerns,. Even
near the Pacific Coast. It is immillionaires and the lunatics. I'vt Rooster.
them as they go by."
3:30—^"Mind of the Americas" lecture in Annie Russell Theater. seen too many of these lankyrsory. review of the histories of portant for tis industries and is
Lecture by Irving A. Leonard.
ms, tribes, and city states re- noted for its beautiful pottery and
drinks-of-water who came sugaring
She was only a rum-runnei
In the dark of the night two safe- veals clearly that peace is a by- skillfully wrought figures in clay.
5:00—Organ Vespers in Knowles Chapel.
up to anything in skirts and make daughter, but I loved her still.
breakers entered a bank. One ap- product of government. Peace has
7:30—Kappa pledge party in Kappa Lodge.
Ottawa (18 minutes). Shows
with the orchids and the dinner,
proached the safe, sat down on
Thursday, January 27
been secured in any other the Dominion capital-, a favorite
and inquiring about the girl's
the fioor, took off his shoes and way by groups with conflicting in- tourist center and an important
Vocational Guidance (SuUiv in House) all day.
"moonsbining" relatives.
Then
socks and started to turn the dial terests.
5:00—John Martin Lecture Series in Congregational Church. Lec- after the preliminaries with the
lumber city, set in a pleasant landof the safe with his toes.
ture by John Martin.
scape, as well as the daily life of
preacher, these same liver-lilied
Students are asked to contribute the Canadians—children at play,
Palif "What's the matter? Let's
2:30~"Fantasia" of Walt Disney ii I Annie Russell Theater, matinee, scoundrels turn into women-beatopen this thing and get out of any questions they may have con- housewives shopping, families out
8:15—"Fantasia" of Walt Disney in Annie Russell Theater.
domestie
tryants,
and
cerning world government.
here."
8:15—Raymond Swing lectures ir Orlando Auditorium.
for picnics.
chasers. So, my sweet little <
Other: "Naw, it'll only take a
The U. of Tampa "Minaret" has
Don't forget t h e Raymond Graget you a man who calls informed its readers that the last minute longer and we'll drive them ham Ewing lecture, Thursday, Janle a spade ,and one who doesn't time Tampa rowed Rollins on Lake fingerprint experts nuts."
uary 27, 8:15 p.m. at the Memorial Mind of the Americas
Inquiring
Reporter
call
your
relatives
leopard; Maitland, a record was made which
High School. Student tickets are
Lecture Wednesday
n, actually they are jack- has stood ever since, and will last
The indignant man •
shown 60 cents.
By Mariel
s. You'll be much happier . . only until Tampa again races Rol- into the solicitors' office
On Wednesday afternoons at
QUESTION: What Do You Think of Doan Acheson's Appointment
Cecilia
3:30
o'clock
a t the Annie Russell
lins over this -course. However,
Man: "Look here, you've charged
to Secretary of State?
Rollins WON the race in question, tennis figure, making his team, by me for two consultations on the Theatre a series of lectures sponNitse Donnersberger, sophomore: Winchell says he's a tax gvader. Editor of the Sandspur,
making a course record of 4:43. inference, also number ona. After fifth of last month and I was only ored by Carles D. Hurrey aire beMack McCauslin, sophomore: Next to Wallace, he is the best
ing given, interpreting the interSir:
Since that race, Rollins has never two and a half pages, of adjective here once."
man for the job!
play of life and interests between
Several students have half-jok- been defeated on its home course, studded description of the great
John Whitemire, sophomore: I think it will be interesting to see ngly hinted that they believed I
Lawyer: "The fifth of last month. the Latin and Anglican peoples as
but if you think that you can push Texas talent pool, there came a
the result of his endeavors as Secretary because he is the product of had written the recent anonymous
That was on a Friday and I re- well as to aid in the adjustment
us hard enough to make us break
sentence
paragraph
.
.
.
"This
our best Eastern schools and the East's urban culture; but I do feel letter criticizing the KAs.
member it was a very rainy day, of mutual problems in the Westthat record, more power to you,team went undefeated, save a t the
the American people and not just the Senate committee should be inwasn't i t ? "
ern Hemisphere.
5 was explained in my letter Tampians.
hands of the powerful Rollins agformed of his views on Communism and his relation with Alger Hiss.
Man: "Yes, it
was."
January 2G the subject will be
resignation, I depledged from
Tennis World spent considerable gregation."
What
we
want
to
Ed Copeland, senior: It should be made clear to the American Kappa Alpha primarily because,
Lawyer: "Well, after you left The Hispanic American Mind and
space building up a certain Texas know is, why spend all that time
public that he either was or was not connected with the Communists. after becoming acquainted with
you came back to ask if you hadScience", the speaker, is Irving A'
tennis coach as the number one on Texas ?
left your umbrella here."
Leonard, University of Michigan.
Subscription Price: By 1

$3.00 for the
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Alpha Phi Phun
^ti .Biggest excitement in the Aliha Phi house this week came
Vyedncsday night when Mag got
ngaged to Cecil . . . finally! Inluding Mona and Pat, that makes
''^ihree 'ringed" gals in the house
fiijrith one more to come as a safe

Voil Doris went to St. Petersburg to
ti^fpresent us in the tennis tourna05^ent and reports a terrific time
^ . . that's all we can get out of
l>,er.
iBj, The week-end was taken up with
i[)ie usual gallavanting.
Penny
Tis^rekked off to the Pelican for some
:h(.pn with Chap MacDonnell. C. J.
ame over from Titusville for his
laturday night date with Hoff.
I^lona 'n' Buddy, and Louie and
^ien-y zoomed up to St. Augustine
i.nd back Sunday^ And of course
J ilo and Marianne played their
, | W k l y 144 holes of golf.

h

were all happy to see her, and have
been extremely busy visiting with
her, and showing her the sights.
In spite of this busy week-end. The
Pelican was on the agenda for
many of us. Pledges Sally Bradley
and Jinx Steele went with KA's
Tom Malloy and Bill Schaeffer . .
Corky and Pete Dye went deep sea
fishing with Pete's uncle in Del
Ray Beach . Corky, who is an expert fisherman (plug!), is gloating
over catching a seven-foot
Sailfish!! Don't be surprised if you
see it hanging on the wall in May-

Phi Musings
Although Francis, Bev and Mary
journeyed south to Sarasota for
the week-end, there was no lack of
excitement as Pledges Barbie Davis and Phillie Rick, Robin Merrill
and Shirley Merz spent Saturday
night with us, well, part of the
night, anyway! Also, N. J. Thaggard was home in Ft. Myers.
Congrats 'n stuff to Maggie Bell
for being awarded one of the Sullivan awards. Also, we're extremely proud of our li'l Olga for walking away with first place in the
Concerto contest in Tampa.

II
Gamma Phi Gaddings
i^ We still haven't gotten the full
)|utory of their trip to Cuba from
J [•ris, Sylvia, Monica, and Edie.
jj'he day school let out for Christij-ias holidays, the four packed bag
(,,nd baggage into "Sarah Hcart(j^urn" and drove to Miami. At 5
Crow Call
>| Vlock the next morning they were
It looks as if of expert on the
, t t the airport waiting for their
free
enterprise
system, Mr. J. D.
ulane to Cul a. They toured the
nillanil from Havana to Mantanza, (Jolly Dimples) Johnson has nearp. ut the most interesting place of ly concluded a shrewd financial
il seemed to be the rum distillery deal which will leave him in pos[; -free samples for all visitors. I session of the reddest shiniest Kid..uess we'll be hearing, "Now, in die Kar in the Orlando area. You
° uba . . . " for the rest of the year. remember that "it was Tycoon John'? Pris had to rush home after the son who made the spectacular coup
rip . . . seems the hurry had which advanced him from a dull
' .omething to do with that Delta blue Crosley to his present chrome
studded motor-scooter. The finan' ,h pin she's wearing.
' Penny's New Year's Note perty cial world is holding its breath, as
eems to have been quite a success this pillar of the American way,
,,nd a gay welcome to all the early the only man ever to corner the
' Wurners on campus. So now it's Wheaties box top market, prepares
to move again.
^'ack to the old grind.
This all came about when "Noon
Balloon" Masters and "Liver Lips"
Pi Phi Ptater
Goode commandeered J. D.'s enMrs. Edyth B. Tyler, our
tire scooter fleet at 1 a.m. Sunday
"ncc President, has arrived i)
and roared off for the Pelican. They
er Park to visit our chapte

LAIRD RADIO
SALES & SERVICE
212 Park Avenue, S.

GROVER MORGAN
Diamonds — Watches

PHONE 123

WINTER PARK. FLORIDA

THOMPSON-REEVES

SINGLETON'S
GULF SERVICE

Jewelers

rem the Rollii
PHONE 557

arrived at 4, vibrating from benny
papers and scooter fatigue, but
safe and happy withall. Not so
the scooter. Life passed from its
battered frame, in a succession of
ominous hisses, smoulderings, and
suppressed explosions.
It's our guess that "White-Hot"
Frye, and "Red-Hot" Fitz, our
singer of Bohemian anecdotes, are
going to have a long and happy
sizzle together. How hot can a
match get?
"Lizard Bait" Copeland, the allweather man, witnessed a class
"A" hen fight the other night. Dr.
Copeland informed j)ne of our reporters that he escaped with a
few abrasions about the neck and
face and considers himself extremely lucky, but is sure that it
cannot last. Dr. Copeland's trips
to the Center now resemble safiries into the African elephant belt.
Pr. Copeland is preceded by seven
Orientals carrying hen detectors
and lizard exterminators (devices
discovered by Dr. Copeland while
tinkering around in the KA basement) . The great man himself
wears a pith helmet and carries a
Webley-Richards super power BB
gun. He is followed by "Stumble
Crutch" Shafer, carrying his sword
cane and wearing his leSd soled
cast. These men have founded a
very exclusive secret society in
General Lee's headquarters; the
Flub Club. Entrance can be made
to this group only through complete
abstinence from that species of
human known

week. He's been spending a good
deal of his time with his newly
Jack Mehlek
the gal who possesses the most
passive puss and voluptious frame
arrived family. At any rate, he
"Paleface"
in the movies, is an excellent femhas heen around Chase long enough
Colony, Thurs., Fri., Sat.
inine foil for our hero.
to hear Marshall Stone's new adI have never seen Bob Hope "Sealed Verdict"
dition to his room—that record funnier than in" his latest, The Colony, Sun., Men.
changer- In fact, it never stops Paleface. The script is ideal; line,
A little too much German and
changing. Bob Heath is still keep- situation and action are perfectly dramatic territory is attempted to
ing his New Years promise to coordinated throughout the action. be covered in "Sealed Verdict". An
The film is a take-off on the old overcomplete picture of the GerCharles Atlas. Paul Binner finalWestern melodrama and involves man war trials along with obly moved upstairs so he and Paul cowboys, Indians, and much fighttrusive love affairs prove to be
Klores can map out their basket- in'. Bob, a dentist who is one quite enervating.
ball plays in their own room now. lesson behind in his correspondence "Hollywood Harbingers"
Hollywood today is in the process
Carnation of the week goes to course, is picked up and conveyed
Brother Murphy—not for anything to Indian country by Calamity Jane of being psychoanaylzed. The pubRussell. As might be expected, lic with the attributed 12-year-old
in particular—just for being Bro. things soon begin to happen so
mind just ain't eatin' up the same
Murphy.
Congratulations from Bob's laughing gas drives one poor luke-warm leftovers. Television is
Independent FUBAR
Pleased to note—it is not Inde- all of us to Mr. Fischer on their brave into fits, and his supposed cutting in. Production costs are
pendent FURBAR as appeared in brilliant trio concert -last Friday "sharpshooting" mows down a herd reaching astronomical proportions.
of Injuns. Emboldened by his Some shows are actually netting
the last issue of the Sandspur, but
prowess, Bob swaggers boastfully no profit. Perhaps the psychoanFUBAR, an old Navy expression
into the next town into the "Dirty alyst will inform the bewildered
of long standing.
Shame Saloon", and into a des- bigwigs that if they drop their exSeen around campus last week
perate gunfight with the town travagant, expensive facades and
were two former Independents who
tough.
come up with more honest pictures
finally exchanged their indepenWhether toasting at the stake or dealing with contemporary truth
dence for wedding rings, Paula
crooning
"Buttons
and
Bows",
. . . well, maybe they can throw
Shapiro and Torchy Marcher. Paula
/ On Monday evenings a t 8:15 o'- Hope is hilarious. Jane Russell, away their sleeping pills.
stopped off for a brief 20-minute
clock a t the Casa Iberia, Frederick
visit en route to Pass-a-Grille for
W. Sleight is giving a series of lecJanuary 27—The Position of the I Making of the New World—Speakher honeymoon.
tures on the Florida Indian and
At long last, Joan Leonard, In- His Neighbors. Mr. Sleight re- Commonwealth of Nations in the 1 er: Johp Martin. "
depen(Jent president, talked her ceived his Anthropology training at
way out of the infirmary. Nicky the University of Arizona.
and Tom gave a sigh of relief when
On January 2^ tlie suPject will
she departed.
be Pre-History in Florida, a report
Week-end doings:
Kitsie Graham and Norm Cope- on recent archaeological findings
land enjoyed themselves at the in Florida with a tentative explanation of the cultural changes and
Pelican.
Off for a swim at Daytona: In- developments prior to white ocWill Receive Expert Care by Us
dependents Marian, Lynn, Jinx, cupation.'
On January 31 the subject is
Noah, and Jug. Also there were
Montine, Noel, Nancy Neidi, and Florida's Aborj ^ines of the HisWe have just employed an expert spotter—Graduate
Nancy Palmer, accompanied by her toric Period, a?, outline of the disof National Dry Cleaners Institute
tribution of tnbes in Florida durDachshund.
Gail and P. J. went to a house- ing the period of Spanish exploration, followed by an account of
WE DO BERLOU GUARANTEED MOTHPROOFparty at Geneva, Florida.
Bunny went to Miami, and Ann the migrat'on of the Seminoles to
ING — GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS
Florida. If possible part pf this
Turley to Fort Myers.
lecture will be illustrated.

Sleight Lectures At
Casa Iberia Monday

Your Dry Cleaning

Lambda Chi News
It ain't as though us up at Hooker Hall ain't ambitious nor nuthin'.
It's just that their ain't nuthin'
that ever happens to us. That's
why we been fillin' up big blank
spaces in the paper with nuthin'
for the past month -or so. Last
week was no different. We played
hearts and dominoes, dominoes and
hearts.
Alpha Phi Lambda News
Funny thing did happen last SatThe Fraternity's reporter hasn't
urday mornin' though, outside of
Moody's winnin' a domino game. been his usual "efficient" self this

John Martin To Give
Lectures Each Week

On Thursday afternoons at 4 o'at O'Brien's D,!rug Store. StuSwing to Speak Jan. 27
clock at the Winter Park CongreIn Orlando Junior High dents tickets are priced at fifty gational Church, a series of John
Raymond Swing, noted radio
commentator and news analyst,
will speak Thursday night, January 27 a t the Orlando Memorial
Junior High School. His speech is
titled "History Won't Wait". Tickets are on sale in Dr. Saute's office

PEGRAM'S SHELL
SERVICE STATION
\cross from the Rollins Campus
PHONE 760

Iwine's

Leader Shoe Shop
528 Park Ave., So.
Winter Park, Fla.

Winter Park Pharmacy
114 East Park Ave.
EVENING IN PARIS
MAX FACTOR
ELMO'S

CINERARIUM

Course that's not funny, that's jest
plain unusual. This other was
funny. Little Buddy oJhnson was
swingin* around on a rafter and
Mel Blockinger, he's our president, grabbed his feet. Well sir,
little Buddy comes a flyin' down
offen the rafter and lands right
smack dab on his . . . wait a minute till ah consults muh dictionary . . . right smack dab on his
rear end. We all like to died sittin while Bud was a rollin' and
groanin'.
Outside of that nuthin' happened except of course hearts and
dominoes. Seems like nothin' ever
happens except hearts and dom-

cents plus twenty-five cents tax. Martin Lectures is being offered.
are urged to attend.
January 20 — The Position of
Russia in the Making of the New
Don't day dream—drive!
World—Speaker: John Martin.

Reliable Cleaners. Inc.
140 W. Fairbanks
ONE BLOCK FROM COLLEGE
(Between A & P and Piggly Wiggly Stores)

THIS GREAT NEW
MODERN CIGARETTE FACTORY
to meet the increasing demand for the Milder cigarette
from smokers all over r^ America

THE BLOUSE SHOP

THE

Fairbanks Avenue Barber Shop
Winter Park's Newest and Most Modern Shop

DE

LUXE

PACKAGE STORE

SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN'S
HAIRCUTS

offers a special discount to
party and picnic groups

Closest to the Campus

306 E. PARK AVENUE

Handicraft Studio
THE

NEW

SWIM

SUITS

211 E. Welbourne Ave.
Yarns, Argyle Paks,
Bobs, Needles
ELIZ.\BETH S. BAYLES

> make a visit to Ivey's Sportswear Department
See the new collection of beautiful Jantzed
suits at just the price .vou want to pay:
A MOI RETTE. n . 9 5 : TOOT SWEET. 12.95: FIRST
LADY . U.95; and MAGIC. 15.95 in wonderful new
colors.

Depa
Fashio

/ISIT THE
I (iNTIMATI
EXIINT

BiqAiBOO

'^^Qtf^

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
ERNIE ERNEST-ot the bar
Hon DOeuvr.i u r v i d 5 lo 7 p.m.

\A Quality Sto

MAYFAIR INN
SANFORD, FLORIDA

MAKE Y O U R S THE M I L D E R CIG A R E T T E
Copjrigbt 1949, LXCTTT & MvtU TOBACO) C
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TARS and FEATHERS
believed the shortest and best pracBy Dave McKeithan
If you think the boys of this tice to be held here for years.
school have a tough physical edu- Coach McDowall is expected to
cation program you should -wander spend most of the time sending
out to the Sandspur Bowl some his charges through offensive drill:
sunny afternoon and watch the with about three scrimmages alons
girls play field hockey. When you the way to prevue the 1949 edition
see this young ladies' game, I of the Rollins Tars.
think you will agree with me that
The improved tennis playing of
it is rougit. First there are
hockey sticks—pieces of hard . oak Ricardo Balbiers in recent tourna
ments has given the Rollins Tennii
that would fell the strongest i
if they ever came in contact with Team a much needed shot in tht
his noggin, and the girls aren't arm- When Enrique Buse returntoo particular in what direction ed to his native country last y
they swing it. Second is the pel many of us wondered who would
let they use. Just a little larger take his place on the tennis lad
than a baseball but just as hard der that would give Rollins the
If you want to see if it hurts when same one-two-three-four punch it
it hits you, and I have seen it hit had last year when it went undeour sweet young things on the fly feated through the best competi
just drop it on any part of your tion in the country. But with Rick
anatomy from about a foot away beating Gardner Mulloy in th(
and I'm sure you'll be persuaded. Sugar Bowl Tournament and givThird is the lack of shin guard; ing Gardiner Larned, our number
worn during the flaying. Why one player, a run for his money in
there aren't more skinned shins the semi-finals at St. Petersburg
and broken tibias is beyond me. Of last week, smiles have been once
course, I don't want to interfere in more observed on the faces of
the girls' physical program but I Coaches McDougall and Copeland
think the game is a little too rough
for the weaker sex. But maybe
The Rollins Crew has been inthese stories that have been cir- vited to participate in the Gasculating around the other Florida parilla Day Festivities in Tampa
campuses insinuating that the Rol- on February 7th. The Tar Oarslins Co-eds are a bunch of muscle- men will meet the University of
bound amazons are true. They Tampa and Plorida Southern in
have to be if they survive that what is believed to be the flrst trigame. I had better check more school race between all Florida
closely on the girls I date from
xs in the state history- The
now on.
Rollins Crew is not expected to be
at full strength due to the lack of
Well, Winter Football practice varsity men who are out for footwas finally called last Monday aft- ball practice and will not be on
ernoon by Coach Jack McDowall. ..._ crew. Regardless, I predict a
About 40 men answered the call Rollins victory by at least one
and suited out for what is to be length.

Rollins Crew to Row
Tampa, Southern, in
Gasparilla Regatta
Dr. U. T. Bradley's oar-sweepers
will be in Tampa on the seventh of
February to compete against the
University of Tampa and Southern
in the aGsparilla festivities.
M A makeshift crew has been
practicing several times a week in
preparation for the meet- Chances
are the Tars won't be in too good
shape for the race because of intramural crew, but they will be
down there trying.
The last time Tampa and Eollins met on the water, Tampa forced Rollins to break the time record
to eke out a narrow victory.
Southern has had no crew in the
years past but are really going all
out -with the assistance of their
new coach, Roy Couch, who assisted Coach Bradley here in Winter
Park last year.
All three crews should be pretty near even money when they
meet a t Tampa. The Eollins boating will probably go something like
this: bow, Harry James; 2, Dick
Saylors; 3, Ed Granberry, Jr.; 4,
Ed Motch; 5, Palmer Tuthill; 6,
Pete Sholley; 7, Chap McDonnel;
stroke, Sam Burchers.

MEGARGEL'S
GOLF COURSE

9 HOLES 35c
Use of Equipment Free
BEGINNERS
Learn to Play
GOLFERS
Practice Iron Shots
LOCATED ON

ALOMA AVE. — RTE. 426
1 Mile Past
Rolhns College

Better Footwork in
"CAGER"

STATIONERS, Inc.
Formerly

Gardner Larned was seeded first
Sunday for the 22nd annual Florda State Tennis Championship
which started Tuesday at the Orlando Tennis Club. Buddy Behrens
seeded second, Ricardo Bal3 third and Tom Molloy fourth.
Play in the men's division began
Tuesday with Balbiers and Molloy
the only seeded players on the
courts."
Shirley Fry of Rollins, Wrightan Cup Star and ranked 7th nationally, will defend her women's
les title. Also entering from
Rollins were Jean Clarke, ranked
Courtesy
lives.
3rd Southern women's player; Nancy Morrison, ranked fourth; and
take
a
chance
you may
Ewing McAllister, ranked sixth.
Their matches began today.
take a life.

PRE-INVENTORY SALE OF NEW BOOKS
98c - $1.49 and $1.98

THE

SANDSPUR

BOOKSHOP

Opposite Colony Theatre

TEPEE

947 Orange Ave.

THE MUSIC BOX
"DEDICATED TO YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE"

Florida's widest selection of phonograph records
. . . at your doorstep.

7^eS^oeof<^m/>ms

THE MUSIC BOX
RADIOS - PHONOGRAPHS - RECORDS - MUSIC

R. C. BAKER

COEDS !N SPORTS

Nancy M
at the Shawanee Club when sb|
ima, Ohio, should be extremely broke the course record for
proud of Golfer Judy Baker, who and women with a 71. Par foi|
outplayed both the men and women is 74, and par for men ithe women in and around Lima for 72.
the past three years. This is Judy'
Next year will be a busy oii(
second year at Rollins and she ha for Judy if she carries out her presalready proven to be one of our ent plans. Her schedule afta
outstanding golfers.
Christmas will be practice evetj
Judy's three years of tourna- day, so she will be well qualified t(
play
in a number of nationally im.
ment golf have been limited to
Ohio and to the Mid-Western sec- portant tournaments in '49. Sht
tion. She has, however, partici- hopes to include in this category
pated in a variety of tournaments the three most important Floridi
and exhibitions, including city, tournaments, the Palm Beach Inclub, county, and the large amateur vitational tournament, the Mianii
tournaments held through the Mid- Biltmore tournament, and the Hollywood Invitational tournament
West.
Kt 13, 14 and 15, Judy com- Tournaments on Judy's summer
peted exclusively in local tourna- list a r e : the National Intercoiments and won the Shawanee Club, legiates, the Ohio State, the Westthe Lima City, and the County ern Amateur, and the County. Gooi
tournaments with great ease all luck, Judy, we'll be watching youi
three years. During the next three results.

years in addition to these titles
our co-ed played in the Western
Amateur tournament qualifying
for the first flight, in the Alabama
State tournament winning three
matches, and last summer in the
There has been mu(*h campus dis- National IntercoUegiates sharing
cussion about just how good the the Rollins team honors.
Freshmen
Women's
basketball
In medal play Judy has exhibitteam really was. The moment for ed some impressive golf. At the
a final decision is at hand. Friday Breathnech Country Club in Akron,
night a t 7 p.m. the All-Stars will she placed third after scoring three
In the Merion Invitational
battle with the Freshmen in Rec 80's.
tournament at Merion Judy anHall.
nexed a win with the lowest avThe All-Stars are composed of erage score of 81, 83, and 79. Last
the top players from all upper- year some of you may remember
class resident^ Their team will when Judy and Bill O'Hara gained
include Marny Norris, Doris Jen- the quarter-finals of the highly
sen, Dana Abbott, Nancy Morrison, competitive Orlando two-ball tourYvonne Fulton, Nancy Neide, Ew- nament.
Judy says, "The most fun I have
ing McAllister, Harriet Kerby, Pug
Klinefelter, Jean Clark, and Marty ever had playing golf was playing
on the boy's golf team in Lima
Rowsie.
'I'he Freshman Women will be High School." Incidentally, she
represented by Cookie Swift, Mary played only number one on this
Ann Hobart, Jinny Apgar, Sheila team. She not only did outplay
Kelly, Ann Garrettson, and Betty i the boys in high school but she
Mathews.
outplayed the men and

Rollins Couples
Lose Golf Mate!
Mrs. Flo Bobo and Carl Hegla
surprised a record-breaking entij
list of 74 teams by capturing \m
gross honors in the Orlando Worn.
an's Golf Association Mixed TwoBall Handicap Tournament at
Dubs-dread Country Club last Sunday. Lee Bongart and Carl Daiiii,
both Rollins graduates, posted l
72 to gain second place honors,
Frances Bernet and Jim Mc:
nenny of Rollins won the flrst IM
net award with a 61. Jean Clanq
and Fred Parker were second witl
63 card. Mr;, and Mrs. Pall
Klinefelter shot an 80 which wai
good for a second in the marriai
couples tourney.
Other team entries from Rolliiu
included Clyde Kelly and BettI
Roland, Dub Palmer and Cookii
Swift, and Jupe Arnold and Alifl
O'Neal.

The
TOGGERY
Announces

202 Park Ave., S.

A NEW AND COMPLETE LINE OF NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
Our Satisfied Customers Are Our Best Advertisers

SCHWEIZER'S

Art Goods

SILVER COACH DINER

Stationery

PLAY ALL-SIARS
FRIDAY NIGRI

Klinefelter sinks a lay-up in the Independent-K.A. g
right, Daughtery, Gray, Klinefelter, Sirmons, McBryde

(opposite the campus)
This shoe ia really built—it
gets your feet into the game—
gives comfort for general active
wear. Features are: slip proof
molded sole, shoctproof
Cushion Arch and insole,
scientific last, breathable
uppers. Washable.
$5,65

FOR

School Supplies

Phone 1102

WINTER PARK

The Rollins Press Store

YOUR HEADQUARTERS

CLUB

and extend a cordial invitation
to their old friends

BUT A NEW NAME

BRADFORD'S

Larned Top In
State Tourney

( Delta Chis Bow to Sigma Nu
By Cecil Van Hoose
The Sigma Nus defeated the DelThe 1949 edition of the Roll
ta Chi boys by a score of 54-22 in
intramural men's basketball got
a game which was much closer
underway last week with all teams
than the score indicates. Dave
showing vast improvement over
Larson and Dick Schatz played
last year. Tuesday night saw the
well for the loser but the more exKAs pitted against a powerful
perienced Sigma Nu team in the
Lambda Chi aggregation in what
form of Gene Manzo, Buddy High,
turned out to be a real thriller.
and Oscar Cashwell were too much
With 30 seconds left and the teams
for the Delta Chis.
tied, Charlie Knecht broke down
the court and threw a one-hander
Lambda Chis Win
in the basket to win tbe game. The
The strong Lambda Chi baskettwo teams were very evenly matched and it was a see-saw battle ball team ma^e it two in a row
after the second half began. The last Wednesday night when they
Lambda Chis are a much stronger defeated the hapless Alpha Phi
team this year and continually hit flvesome 50-17 in a slow-moving
with long shots from out on the game at Rec Hall. Charles Brakecourb. Munson, Knecht, and Brown field, Ken Horton, and Charlie
played outstanding ball to lead Knecht were outstanding offense
their attack. The KAs played good stars for the Lambda Chis and
ball throughout the game and it Paul Binner was the looked good
seemed as if the luck was just for the losers.
against them. Playing outstanding ball for the KAs were KlineKAs Top Indies
felter, Behrens, and Sirmons. Final The defending Champion KA cage
score was 32-30, favor the Lamb- team finally made the win column
da Chis.
last Thursday night when they defeated the Independents 48 to 17
in the first game of a double-header
Sigma Nus Beat Phi Lambs
at Rec Hall. The KAs were a litThe Sigma Nus defeated the Al- tle too smooth for the Independents
pha Phi Lambdas last week by a as they rapidly ran up a lead that
score of 44-12. After a shaky was never challenged. Jim Brystart, the Sigma Nus settled dowu son, and Daughtery paced the losand outclassed the inexperienced ers while Klinefelter, Gray and
Phi Lambs. Heading the Sigma Sirmons stood out for the KAs.
Nu attack was Wagner, Gordon,
and Brinegar. Brinner was the
X Club Routs Delta Chi
mainstay of the Phi Lambs.
The X Club showed their supremacy of the Intramural basketball league when they ran wild by
Club Swamps Indies
Wednesday night's opener saw racking up a 63 to 18 win over the
the Independents opposing a strong Delta Chis. The precision hoop
X Club team. After a fairly even sters from Gale Hall, all of whom
first quarter, the X Club pulled out seem to have been born with a
their secret weapon in the person ketball in their hands, made it look
of Bob Smathers who went mad at easy in obtaining their second
..._ switch on his fast break. When straight victory. Moaning Willi*
the smoke had cleared the X Club Cox, Art Swacker and Bob Smath
had won by a score of 68-18. Bry- ers were the big gmis for the X
and Daughtery played good de- Club and Dave Larson paced the
losers.
fensive ball for the losers.

Refreshments and Dancing

Don't court traffic courts.

SAME PLACE

Nancy Morrison, Rollins student
from West Palm Beach, emerged
as winner of the women's championship a t the Florida West Coast
Tennis Tournament in S t Petersburg last -week. Miss Morri
who upset Mrs. Helen Eihbany of
Boston, 1-6, 6-4, 6-4, for the title,
is ranked 18th nationally, while
Mrs. Rihbany is placed 10th. Miss
Morrison's deep drives and speed
on the court turned in her favor
after a slow start.
Misses Morrison and Jean Clark,
also of Eollins, teamed together to
defeat Mrs. Rihbany and Virginia
Boyer of Boston, 6-2, 6-3, in the
women's doubles.
Runner-up for the men's championship was Gardner Larned, former intercollegiate champion, who
played against Gardner Mulloy in
a 6-2, 6-1, 6-3 set. Larned and
Ricardo Balbiers, lost in the men's
double finals to Mulloy and
Schwartz.

Intra-Mural Basketball
Teams Show Improvement

Jack and Gene are back at the

Car tricks often end in a grand

SAME STORE

FLORIDA WES!
COAST lOORNEy

THURSDAY, JANUARY 20, I949

SANDSPUR

Corner Pennsylvania and Orange Avenues

MEN'S

SLACKS

Designed and Tailored Especially for
COLLEGE

WEAR

All Sizes and Shades

WINTER PARK

Greeting Cards
Gifts

"Where the Gang Meets Every Night"

Just Opposite the Rollins Canipus on Park Avenue, South

